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DM8 USB Kit
Compact, Quick-Set Electronic Drum Set
Out of the box and onto the stage
Compact, quiet, quick to set up, with true, natural sound, the DM8 USB Kit brings
Alesis quality to drummers and studios. Whether you need quiet practice, tracking
quickly into software, or fast on-stage setup, the DM8 USB Kit is a perfect choice.
The DM8 USB Kit features the barrier-shattering DM8 high-definition drum module
with Dynamic Articulation™. Our latest drum module in a line now spanning 20
years, the DM8 builds on the success of the top-of-the-line DM10. The DM8 shares
the DM10’s essential architecture, including playback of genuine recordings of
real drums and cymbals and advanced Dynamic Articulation™ multi-samples.

FEATURES
>> DM8 high-definition drum module with over 750 Dynamic Articulation™ sounds
>> Low-noise, natural-feeling rubber pads: dual-zone Snare
with rimshot and three Toms with natural feel
>> Large Kick works with single and double pedals (sold separately)
>> Large dual-zone Ride with bell, bow, and choke, Crash with
choke, and Hi-Hat with continuous-control pedal

You’ll find the DM8 to be packed with over 750 first-call studio and live
drums and cymbals, dozens of play-along tracks, and an advanced
metronome for practice and performance. The DM8 features professional
audio and trigger inputs and outputs including USB MIDI for expansive
flexibility and connection to a wide range of sounds and controllers.
The DM8 USB Kit’s rugged, four-post rack features 1 1/2-inch metal tubes for
universal compatibility and sturdiness. The clamps on the DMRack adjust with
large wingscrews for easy, tool-less adjustments with no drumkey needed.
Mini-boom cymbal arms help get your cymbals right where you want them.
The DM8 USB Kit is quiet, compact, and ready to rock with amazing sounds.

>> DMRack with four-post design, wingbolt-adjustable
clamps, and mini-boom cymbal arms
>> DMRack comes preassembled for quick setup
>> Premium instrument library multi-sampled from real drums and cymbals
>> Play along with tracks and record yourself with the three-part sequencer

DM8 USB Kit

>> Mix input for practicing with external music players
>> USB-enabled for tracking and programming with virtually all music software

All information is preliminary and subject to change.
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